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09.45 
Edward and Bernadette join the Session 45 minutes prior to the start to meet with 
Conference Assistant 
 
10.00 
Fiona and Kaylee join the Session 30 minutes before the start of BLOCK ONE 
 
 
BLOCK ONE 
 
10.30–10.40 
Opening Comments by Session Convenors – Edward and Bernadette  
 
10.40–11.10 
Paper 1 – chaired by Edward  
 
‘Triumph of the Underdog: From Bernini’s clay modelli to the paragone of materials’ 
 
Fiona Sit is a PhD researcher at the University of Leeds. Her primary research interest 
resides in ideas of materiality in Italian sculptures in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
Her doctoral thesis addresses the social understanding of Bernini’s modelli and bozzetti, 
particularly attending to questions of material transformation, spectatorship, and collection. 
This is an expansion from the MA research she completed earlier, also at the University of 
Leeds, in which she studied theories of perception in relation to the sculptures of 
Michelangelo. Currently, Fiona’s work examines ideas about the nature of matter and 
material change, specifically with a view to the position of clay, terracotta, and related 
categories of material within early modern discussions and those in medieval and classical 
traditions. This also ramifies into a wider context that covers artistic production practices, 
philosophical thoughts on materials, and patronage. 
 
11.15–11.45 
Paper 2 – chaired by Bernadette  
 
‘ “A Sensitive Man...At Fair Prices”: Marbriers and funerary monuments in 19th-
century Paris’ 
 
Kaylee Alexander earned her PhD from the Department of Art, Art History & Visual Studies 
at Duke University in 2021. Specializing primarily in nineteenth-century visual culture, 
Kaylee’s research interests include funerary material culture, the cultural economics of death 
and burial in France and the United States, and data-driven approaches to humanities 
research. Kaylee currently serves on the board of the Association of Historians of Nineteenth-
Century Art and is an editorial board member for the Collective for Radical Death Studies. 
Her current book project, based on her dissertation, analyzes aggregates of archival data 
alongside popular print media, sales catalogues, and model books to investigate the 
emergence of a popular market for funerary monuments in Paris following the burial reforms 
of 1804. 
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11.45–12.15 
Break 
 
11.50 
Stefano and Sander join the Session 30 minutes before the start of BLOCK TWO 
 
 
BLOCK TWO 
 
12.20–12.50 
Paper 3 – chaired by Edward 
 
‘Who’s Afraid of Raphael? Nicola Consoni at Frogmore’ 
 
Stefano Cracolici is Professor of Italian Art and Literature at Durham University. He 
received an MD degree from the Albert-Ludwig Universität in Freiburg, a laurea in Literature 
from the Università di Trento, and a PhD in Comparative literature from the University of 
Toronto. He has worked at Dartmouth College and the University of Pennsylvania, and 
published on Leon Battista Alberti, courtly poetry, the medical and humanistic discourse on 
love, the Arcadian Academy, and on nineteenth-century art in Europe and Latin America. He 
has been Scholar in Residence at the Getty Research Institute, visiting professor at the 
Universidade de São Paulo, UK-Mexico Visiting Chair at the Universidad Nacional 
Autónoma de México, and director of the Zurbarán Centre for Spanish and Latin American 
Art at Durham University. He is presently Francesco De Dombrowski Visiting Professor at 
the Villa I Tatti, the Harvard Centre for Italian Renaissance Studies in Florence. 
 
12.55–13.25 
Paper 4 – chaired by Bernadette 
 
‘The Appropriation of the Image: The battle over Caspar David Friedrich’s Tetschen 
Altarpiece’ 
 
Sander Oosterom is a PhD candidate in German Studies at Cornell University. Having 
obtained his BA in Art History (summa cum laude) from Utrecht University, Sander’s current 
research concentrates on the intersection of art, religion, and philosophy in Germany’s long 
nineteenth century with a special emphasis on the reception of Byzantine art and culture in 
German Romantic art and philosophy. In his dissertation, Sander particularly concentrates on 
the reception of the Byzantine icon as both a historical and conceptual alternative to the 
modern category of art. Joining from Heidelberg in Germany where he is currently the 
recipient of the DAAD Cornell Exchange Fellowship, Sander will today share some of the 
findings from his second dissertation chapter on the German romantic painter Caspar David 
Friedrich. He will particularly concentrate on the controversy that emerged immediately after 
the first public showing of what is perhaps Friedrich’s most ambitious work, the 
famous Tetschen Altarpiece. 
 
13.30–14.30 
Lunch Break & Fringe Events 
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14.00 
Zsuzsanna and James (and any previous speakers) join the Session 30 minutes before the 
start of BLOCK THREE 
 
 
BLOCK THREE 
 
14.30–15.00 
Paper 5 – chaired by Edward 
 
‘Photographic Self-Portraits as Comments on the Paragone Debate’ 
 
Zsuzsanna Szegedy-Maszák, PhD is the head of the Budapest Gallery, Budapest History 
Museum. Her field of interests range from 19th-century photography to contemporary new 
media art. She wrote her dissertation on the photographic oeuvre of the 19th-century 
Hungarian painter-photographer Miklós Barabás. In 2019, she served as the curator of the 
Hungarian Pavilion at the 58th Venice Biennale. 
 
15.05–15.35 
Paper 6 – chaired by Bernadette 
 
‘Peter Fuller: The aesthetic dimension vs the “mega-visual tradition” ’  
 
James Brown is Senior Lecturer in Art: Historical and Critical Studies at Bath Spa 
University. For his PhD he wrote on the relationship between art criticism and the art market, 
with a particular focus on British art magazines in the 1980s and 90s. This has led to James’s 
more recent interest in Modern Painters’ founding editor Peter Fuller, the subject of today’s 
paper. James has also written on British sculpture in the Saatchi Collection, curatorial texts, 
and Saatchi’s Sensation exhibition. The pedagogical element of James’s research focuses on 
opportunities for undergraduate students to be involved in collaborative research with 
postgraduates and/ or academics, and facilitating and encouraging undergraduates to create 
and curate spaces for the dissemination of ideas and research prompted by study on historical 
and critical studies modules. 
 
15.35–15.45 
Closing Comments by Session Convenors – Edward and Bernadette  
 
15.45–16.15 
Break 
 
 
16.15–17.15 
Keynote Lecture – Jill Burke (University of Edinburgh) 
 
‘Experiments in Renaissance Art History at the End of the World’ 
 
17.15 
Conference Ends 
 


